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GBUK Healthcare
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Sustainable medical fluid disposal

80% space saving compared to competitor and 5 times less CO₂

**Competitor**
- Carbon Emissions: Estimated 7,000 bags per year
  - Waste Incineration: 1 full 2 litre suction bag
    - 150g CO₂
  - Transportation: 1 full 2 litre suction bag per 100km
    - 12g CO₂

**Serres Nemo**
- Carbon Emissions: Estimated 7,000 bags per year
  - Waste Incineration: 1 empty 2 litre Serres suction bag
    - 5g CO₂
  - Transportation: 1 empty 2 litre Serres suction bag per 100km
    - 1g CO₂

- 97% less CO₂
- 92% less CO₂

- Serres Nemo - A suction bag disposal device for safer and smarter waste management
- Instead of disposing full suction bags by incineration, Serres Nemo flushes the suction bag’s content into the sewer (where applicable), and only an empty bag will be incinerated
- Minimized risk of hazardous waste contamination.

www.gbukhealthcare.com
+44 (0)1757 288 587
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Your safety is our priority

*Data available upon request*